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Hello, it’s Charlie Baldwin, again. It’s 9 AM and I’ve recently finished sleeping in my 
brand new, golden egg cup signed by Robert De Niro and Jack Nicholson and I’m 
done floating around in my bath. I have no special soap for eggs, so plain water had 
to do. I read there is soap made FROM eggs, though. Haha, very funny. Time to 
drive to the AA meeting, I guess. I haven’t had a drink in weeks, but still I have 
something on my mind that has been bugging me - I’m not sure if I can dominate 
anyone, anymore. I have talked to other people about that, but no one has given me 
adequate advice about what to do. Whether that’s relevant for such a meeting, I 
don’t know. I guess I’ll be finding out pretty soon. 

It’s now ten past nine and I’m driving in my Ferrari. I guess in a way I’m dominating 
the roads. I mean my car is the most expensive I can see around here at very least, 
what I do know is that I’m easily dominating people walking - they’re going so slow! 
Let’s try and dominate everyone by being a great driver, too. Talk later, bye.

It’s 9:30 and I’m in the AA meeting. Let’s ask the man running it a question… Hello, 
Sir? Is it ok if I record this get together?

AA leader: Sure, Mr. Baldwin. Whatever you think is helpful for you.

Dominant Egg: That’s great, thanks. 

AA leader: Ok, I want everyone here to tell us your names and why you’re here…

James: Hello, I’m James Ziegler. I turned to alcohol after being voted the worst 
podcast host of all time. I’m also not over missing the first second of the year 2000.

AA leader: What does that mean?

James: Never mind.

DE: I’m Charlie Baldwin, also known as The Dominant Egg. I turned to alcohol due 
the stresses of fame. However, there is another thing on my mind I really would like 
you to help me with…

AA leader: And what is that?

DE: Do you… find me dominating?

AA leader: I’m sorry?

DE: Am I dominating the room… for example?

AA leader: We’re all equal, here…

DE: That’s what I was fearing.

(Whooshing sounds are heard)

AA leader: You’ve just flown on my head!
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DE: That was my special move. My trademark. Feel dominated now?

AA leader: You didn’t dominate me actually, you just bounced on me, now grow up. 

James: If anyone’s dominating the room, it’s me!

AA leader: No! No dominating! We’re here to grow and this is NOT growing! Now 
who else is here and why?

Fred: I’m Fred and I got fired for being too bossy. That’s when I turned to drink…

DE: You got fired by being TOO dominating?

Fred: If you like…

DE: Madness. Utter madness. Imagine going to a rock concert and the musicians not 
dominating people, it would suck! 

AA leader: Mr. Baldwin, maybe you’d like to learn from Fred’s mistakes?

DE: What do you mean?

AA leader: Let me be as clear as possible, people don’t like being dominated, 
Charlie… You may think they do, but they really don’t.

DE: Sure they do. It’s impressive. I dominated people with my super car and with my 
driving, I just need to work out how I can dominate social situations, again…

AA leader: On second thoughts, you are being fairly dominant…

James: No as much as me, you’re not!!

DE: You see???

AA leader: You do know that no one likes James? What does that tell you, Charlie?

DE: He isn’t dominating enough?

AA leader: No, he’s too dominating. 

James: And clinically insane!

AA leader: That too. 

DE: But all my life I was TOLD to dominate others. My very first memory was me 
performing in a short story written by a strange writer called Simon. He was so 
impressed with my acting style he gave me more and more work…

AA leader: And how do most people react to you?
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DE: I guess with laughter…

AA leader: Maybe that’s a sign you need to grow. Try and make people respect you, 
instead.

DE: I don’t understand.

James: Right. Dominance equals respect. 

AA leader: NO IT DOESN’T!

Eric: Anyway, I’m Eric.

AA leader: And why are you here?

Eric: I got drunk and started fights with people…

DE: Did you win the fights?

Eric: No. I was too drunk to fight properly.

DE: Not very dom…

AA leader: NO! For the last time, whether he dominated people or not is not the 
issue. You need to accept the fact Simon whoever he is, lied to you. It’s actually BAD 
to act the way you do. Sure it may or may not have resulted in you earning money, 
but in normal everyday life, you need to be nice!

DE: This really has come as a shock to me…

James: Sounds like a load of nonsense…

AA leader: Who told you to be dominant then, James? Was it Simon?

James: Never met the guy. However it has been said that I act just like him…

AA leader: Ok. Just… don’t. 

James: I have to be honest, YOU’RE coming across as dominant, right now…

DE: He’s trying to replace us!

AA leader: Look, if you’re going to keep acting like this, I’m going to have to ask you 
two to leave.

DE: THAT’S dominant.

AA leader: Right, bye Charlie. I wish you luck. 
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It’s 10 AM and I’m back home. I wouldn’t say I got TOO much out of the meeting, but 
I do think I dominated the traffic on the way back, too. Dominating others is clearly 
an addiction for me, and you know what? Maybe that IS a problem. But is there a 
Dominators Anonymous? There is not. 

It’s 10:05 and I’m on my computer. I’m on a general addicts/sad people forum and I 
have just posted a comment. It goes like this: ‘Hello. My name is Charlie Baldwin, 
you may know me from various action and drama films where I played the famous 
Dominant Egg. My question is: How do I find meaning from life? It’s just that my 
dominating skills have faded over time and I spend too much time obsessing over 
that. Furthermore, there are some people who don’t seem to appreciate my 
behaviour. Most likely out of jealousy. Maybe I should take up cookery? Does 
anyone have any simple recipes for beginners?’… Now all I have to do is wait.

It’s ten minutes later and I have a comment! Let’s read it now: ‘Hello Charlie, I’m a 
big fan. I recommend a simple butter cake. All you need is flour, butter, sugar, baking 
powder and of course some eggs.’… I need some eggs to cook? What does that 
mean? I should post another comment. Here goes: ‘What do you mean by me 
needing some eggs? You mean to cook the cake? Egg chefs? I’m confused.’

It’s two minutes later and someone has replied to my comment. It goes like this: ‘No, 
you get some invite some fellow eggs to your house, kill them, then put them in the 
cake. Cook the cake and enjoy it later. Smiley face.’ Well… that was disturbing. I 
think I’m going to leave that forum. 

It’s half past ten and I’m back in my egg cup. It may be a simple life at the moment, 
but it sure is relaxing. Time to read a book that was recommended to me, called 
‘Finnegans Wake’. 

It’s now 8 PM and I’ve finally understood the first word of the book. At least I think I 
have. I just have around 163,999 more words to get through and I’m done. Anyway, if 
dominating people can’t make me feel alive anymore, I sure as hell know what can - 
partying! I’m leaving for London right now!

It’s 10 PM and I’m in the mosh pit in a Slipknot concert! The performers are 
dominating everyone and people are loving it! Stupid AA leader saying dominant 
people suck, I know that’s what he was thinking. Unconscious bodies are all around 
me! Who isn’t dominant now???? Charlies Baldwin zooooom!!!! YES! I’ve floored 
another guy! This is brilliant!

It’s 11 PM and the concert is over. Thousand of out cold fans as far as the eye can 
see. I think I’ve proved my point. Journal over.


